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Future Professionals Makeup Academy Syllabus
Master Class
School: Future Professionals Makeup Academy
Instructor: Robert Jones
Course Title: Master Class
Course Description:

The Master Class is the second course in a three-course curriculum. The
broad purpose of the Master Class is for the student to take the basic,
foundational makeup application skills learned in the Apprentice Level
and use them to build upon and learn more advanced techniques.

Course Objectives:

This course gets past the basics and encompasses more advanced
makeup application techniques.
Prior completion of the Apprentice Level is necessary. Upon successful
completion of this course you will gain the knowledge necessary to:
• Use advanced application techniques for sculpting and contouring
any face shape, apply advanced blush, and take your brow
application to an advanced level as well.
• Apply beautiful makeup for bronze ebony skin tones
• Identify the different eye shapes and know how to apply eye
makeup for all of them.
• Identify different lip shapes and know how to make the lips appear
fuller, know how to make uneven lips appear uneven, and will be
able to create a nude, red, and burgundy lip.
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• Create several different makeup looks, including a retro glam look,
day to evening look, the perfect purple eye, and a classic and
modern wearable smoky eye.
• Perform basic men’s grooming for TV or camera
Certificate of Completion:
In order to earn a Certificate of Completion from the Future Professionals
Makeup Academy, the student must watch all the Apprentice Level,
Master Class, and Working Like a Pro course videos and be able to
successfully complete a multiple choice and true or false computergenerated quiz at the end of each course video.

Recommended Course Supplies (there may be some additions that are
not listed here):
*All Supplies are the Responsibility of the Student Taking This Course
1. Foundation/Base in three shades:
a. your natural foundation shade
b. a foundation shade that is one to two steps lighter than your natural
shade
c. one to two shades darker than your natural shade.
2. Powder
3. Highlight powder
4. Concealer (lighter than base)
5. Shadow (bronzer)
6. Powder blush in various shades
7. Creme blush
8. Lip: lipliner, lipstick, lip gloss in your favorite shades
9. Clear red lipstick
10. Mahogany, or dark red lip pencil as well as a natural tone lip pencil
11. Burgundy lip pencil, lipstick, and gloss
12. Lip pencil, lip gloss, and lipstick in a nude shade
13. Dark, smoky eyeshadow
14. Eyeshadow: highlight, midtone, and contour shades
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15. Eyeshadow: creme shadow in four shades: matte beige, shimmer
beige, champagne beige, and shimmering highlight
16. False lashes
17. Black Liner Pencil
18. Brow pencil and brow powder
19. Mascara
20. Classic eyelash curler (or a similar one) and a precision eyelash curler
21. Beauty Blender or other foam makeup sponges
22. Tweezers
23. Recommended brushes from the Apprentice Level (listed in the
Apprentice Level Syllabus)
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